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Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2007
Welcome to Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0 Administrator's Pocket Consultant. As the author of over 65 books, I've been writing professionally about Web publishing and Web servers since 1994. Over the years, I've written about many different Web server technologies and products, but my favorite has always...
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Encyclopedia of Information Communication TechnologyIGI Global, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a comprehensive resource describing the influence of information communication technology in scientific knowledge construction and spreading, with emphasis on the roles of product technologies, process technologies, and context technologies.
A reference point for studies...
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Culture of Human Stem Cells (Culture of Specialized Cells)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first book to collect the most effective and cutting-edge methods and protocols for deriving and culturing human embryonic and adult stem cells—in one handy resource
This groundbreaking new book follows the tradition of previous books in the Culture of Specialized Cells series—each methods and protocols chapter is laid out...
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The 30 Day MBA: Learn the Essential Top Business School Concepts, Skills and Language Whilst Keeping Your Job and Your CashKogan Page, 2009
I left the family business, in my case the Army, after a few short years. I hadn’t given much thought to a career before I ‘joined up’ and I followed a similar approach when I left. I found a job in sales and within a year or so was in a very junior management position. The company I worked for was in the vanguard of some new...
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ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and ScienceMIT Press, 2010

	In ThermoPoetics, Barri Gold sets out to show us how analogous, intertwined, and mutually productive poetry and physics may be. Charting the simultaneous emergence of the laws of thermodynamics in literature and in physics that began in the 1830s, Gold finds that not only can science influence literature, but literature can influence...
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Designing the iPhone User Experience: A User-Centered Approach to Sketching and Prototyping iPhone AppsAddison Wesley, 2010

	Given the fiercely competitive state of the iPhone app landscape, it has become increasingly challenging for app designers and developers to differentiate their apps. The days are long gone when it was possible to crank out an app over the weekend and refine it after receiving a few not so flattering user reviews....
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ZBrush 4 Sculpting for Games: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Since ZBrush was released, it dramatically changed the way game art is created. It is unmatched in its speed for creating highly detailed models and thus, is widely used in the games and film industry. We could even say that if you want to be a game artist today, ZBrush is considered a standard.


	A few years ago, ZBrush was used...
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Beginning Android 4 Application DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012


	I FIRST STARTED PLAYING WITH THE ANDROID SDK before it was offi cially released as version 1.0.

	Back then, the tools were unpolished, the APIs in the SDK were unstable, and the documentation

	was sparse. Fast-forward three and a half years, Android is now a formidable mobile operating

	system, with a following no less impressive than...
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Starting Strength (2nd edition)The Aasgaard Company, 2007


	Many things have happened since I started the writing of Starting Strength: A Simple

	and Practical Guide for Coaching Beginners in 2004. As a result of its publication I have had

	the opportunity to meet and learn from many new people. It is my sincerest hope that the

	additions to this book that are the direct result of their input...
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The 25 Habits of Highly Successful Investors: How to Invest for Profit in Today's Changing MarketsAdams Media, 2012

	The definitive guide to investing in today's market!
	
		Especially after the wild ride that began in the fall of 2008, individual stock investing has become far more challenging. Think of a golf swing - hit it right and it goes long and straight, hit it wrong and you'll end up far off in the weeds. But - like much else in life...
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Beginning Photo Retouching and Restoration Using GIMPApress, 2014

	Beginning Photo Retouching & Restoration Using GIMP teaches the reader how to achieve professional results using this high end image editor. You'll learn how to do everything from making dull images "pop" to resurrecting badly damaged photographs deemed beyond any hope of rescue. There's no need to shell out...
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Profit From The PanicAdam Hilger, 2009

	How to Profit from the Greatest Investment Opportunity Since the Great Depression


	Will you become richer or poorer after a recession? 


	The answer depends on what financial decisions you make TODAY. If you do nothing, you will become poorer. If you do the wrong thing, you will also become poorer. If you do...
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